Citing Original Database Content in *NoodleTools*

Content is published by the database—not a magazine, newspaper, journal, etc.

Source Citation


Click the info button for help in analyzing the source citation.
Under Sources, Click + Create new citation
Select database.
Select Original Content in a Database
Citation has 2 Containers:

- Database
- Original Content (Article)
Use the pull-down menu to select the database.

- Name of the Database

Database

* Name of the database:

Database accession number:

Database publisher / vendor:

Most recent date of access [ today ]:

Date of e-publication:

URL:

Original Content

Use this form to cite material written for the database or when no information about previous publication:

Contributors:

Role
First name
Middle name
Last name

* Article title:

Cyberbullying

Online Database

Annotation

Source Citation

Copy/paste permalink from database.

Right-click tutorial below and **open in a new tab** for directions.
Cyberbullying affects a large percentage of children and teenagers in the United States. In a February 2015 survey of students ages eleven to fifteen years administered by the Cyberbullying Research Center, 34.4 percent said they had been cyberbullied—received e-mail threats, embarrassing photos or videos posted without their consent, had rumors spread about them online, or had their private e-mails or text messages forwarded to others without their consent—at least once in their lives. Among the same sample group, 14.8 percent of students reported engaging in cyberbullying behavior at least once in their lives.

Victims of cyberbullying, say researchers, have fewer friends than average and are more likely to feel lonely at school. Teenagers who share content online by creating blogs or websites or by posting information about themselves on social networking sites, such as MySpace or Facebook, are more likely than others to experience cyberbullying. In addition, a percentage of those who have been cyberbullied have admitted to cyberbullying others.

Gender
Girls are more likely than boys to experience cyberbullying. According to the study by the Cyberbullying Research Center, as of February 2015, 49.8 percent of adolescent girls reported having been cyberbullied compared to 28.2 percent of boys. The gender gap in engaging in cyberbullying behavior is even wider. About 14 percent of adolescent girls and 15.5 percent of adolescent boys surveyed said they had engaged in cyberbullying behavior.

Source Citation
Original Content (Article)
Contributors

Article does not have an author so leave it blank.
Article Title

Source Citation

Click Save
Here is the completed citation. You may always go back and edit.
Under **Options**, Click **In-text reference** for help with Parenthetical Citations.
You can tell that this is original content from the database company because the **Source** and the **database** are the same.
You can tell that this is original content from the database company because the Source and the database are the same.
Click the icon below to return to the *NoodleTools* Tutorial